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Next year the Oral History Society will be fifty years old which makes this report the
final one before what will be a time for celebration and reflection as well as for
looking forward. This anniversary will also coincide with the launch of our new
strategic plan which we will begin to draft at our two-day away event in December
2022. One constant over our 49-year history has been the extraordinary efforts of
our volunteers and once again their industry and achievements form the backbone of
my report.
The global pandemic, despite popular beliefs to the contrary, continues to cause
suffering and loss of life. This has presented public health and financial risks for the
Society which we have sought to mitigate in a number of ways. We have observed
safety protocols and continued to meet on Zoom and conduct other communications
via our website, newsletter and groups.io. There are plans for one of our Special
Interest Groups to meet in person and this year’s annual conference ‘Home’ will be
hybrid, allowing the option of both but with the necessary precautions in place.
Financially, the Society fared better than many organisations have during the
pandemic. Costs associated with in person meetings were inevitably down, although
the technical costs of running our 2021 annual conference online were significantly
increased. Membership remained fairly stable which is both a reflection of the
loyalty of members, as well as the opportunities provided to exchange ideas, access
high-quality information advice and read about current research in the Journal.
Financially we performed better than our forecasted loss of £9,000, ending the year
with a small surplus of £124. However, we are aware that going forward, the costs of
in-person meetings, alongside our commitment to support and enhance our digital
communications, will inevitably feature in our strategic discussion in December.
Moreover, the Society currently relies on extraordinary levels of voluntary effort and
expertise, as my report testifies, placing mounting pressures and challenges on
volunteers. To this end, we may need to add to our paid professional support which
would obviously have financial implications for the Society that would need to be
considered carefully at our strategy discussions in December, if not before.
Digital communications have been a priority for the OHS in keeping with the
recommendations of our last strategic review in 2017 and the review of governance
undertaken by a group of trustees and members across the Society. The pandemic
has certainly accelerated some important developments that have facilitated more
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effective and varied channels of communication and sharing information which has
facilitated more opportunities for members to express their views and influence the
Society. These have been achieved through a major re-vamp of the website and the
introduction of a number of tools and features, including an OHS blog, a regular
multimedia article with the capacity to include audio-visual material and, in
conjunction with the Oral History Journal, the introduction of online reviews and
articles. The website’s 4,000 or so hits per month is testimony to the wealth of
updated information it now contains. For example, features on both archiving and
remote interviewing have been added and have proved popular landing points. The
numbers of newsletter subscribers and Facebook followers has remained stable this
year, but our Twitter followers have continued to increase on average by 52 followers
per month since 2019. Access to the website is currently free to both members and
non-members and, whilst we will continue to support the wider oral history
community, some consideration of the respective benefits to members and nonmembers will form an important part of our strategic discussion in December.

In addition to the new Journal features of the website, the Oral History Journal
published two issues in spring and autumn 2021 with a wonderful range of articles
from international settings. Like other groups in the Society, editors have continued
to meet online and have also benefitted from international participation. On behalf
of the Society, I would like to offer our sincere thanks to Cynthia Brown, who
resigned as editor of the Current British Work section of the journal which has been
a go-to section for keeping in touch with current projects.
The idea of Special Interest Groups (SIGs) were conceived at the strategy weekend in
2014 and are now a flourishing and integral feature of the Society’s activities. The
importance of creating a space for groups to emerge organically out of members’
interests was highlighted again this year with the creation of a SIG in Archives and
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Oral History. The range of events run this year across all our SIGs give a flavour of
their dynamism and vitality. These have included ‘The Performing Oral History
Symposium’ (Creative Oral History), ‘More than Weather’ (Environment and
Climate Change) ‘Corridor Conversations’ (Higher Education) and ‘LGBTQ people in
Ukraine and Russia, past and present’ (LGBTQ).
The Regional Network provides another opportunity to hear from oral historians
across the UK, spanning twelve regions with 34 representatives from museums,
universities, community organisations and libraries, as well as freelance oral
historians. I’d like to pay special tribute to Juliana Vandegrift who stood down as
Coordinator of the Network after eleven years. In addition to its annual meeting, the
Network has hosted a series of monthly (virtual) drop-in sessions, on various topics,
including one on recording traumatic and distressing memories that originated in a
post on groups.io and attracted considerable interest. Members wanting to learn
more about the Network are encouraged to look at the website for more information,
including an interactive map and some contact details.

In addition to information and advice offered via the website and groups.io, a formal
programme of training in oral history is conducted in collaboration with National
Life Stories and the British Library. This year the training groups have delivered 84
courses to 652 people. The vast majority of courses were delivered online, which had
the advantage of attracting both a strong contingent of overseas participants and
some from the UK who were unable to travel for different reasons. Apart from the
general introductory courses, courses on archiving, transcript to script, palliative
care, project management and an introduction to GDPR for oral historians all
featured in this year’s offering.
One of our most important roles as a learned society is to defend and support oral
history and oral historians, particularly in organisations and departments that are
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threatened with closure and individuals with redundancy or where funding is at risk.
The Society has made a number of written interventions with varying success.
Whatever the outcome, it is important for the OHS to lobby through our networks
and support those colleagues and members of the wider oral history community,
both in the UK and overseas.
In the aftermath of the George Floyd murder, the Society, like many other
organisations and bodies, has initiated discussions on diversity and inclusivity. This
year we have given consideration to the advertising of trustee vacancies and to
developing relationships with groups through a series of ‘in dialogue’ events. The
first was with Southall Black Sisters and others are planned with The Black Cultural
Archive and The George Padmore Institute. The intention to increase and diversify
our membership will be a key theme in our strategic discussions in December.

I began my report with a reference to the efforts of our volunteers over what is
almost half a century. In this respect, the Society will be awarding three long
standing members of the OHS, Alan Dein, Graham Smith and Robert Wilkinson,
with life memberships at this year’s Annual General Meeting to be held during our
annual conference. On behalf of the Society, I’d also like to thank Fiona Cosson and
Kate Melvin who resigned this year as Trustees after many years of service.
I have not attempted to name all those individuals responsible for the Society’s
extraordinary range of initiatives and activities this year. However, to all my fellow
officers, trustees, regional networkers and SIG members, as well as to those
responsible for membership, finance, appointments and training, and to all those
members who have maintained their loyalty to the organisation during difficult
times, I offer an enormous thank you! I look forward to joining you in our 50th
birthday celebrations next year.
John Gabriel, Chair, Oral History Society
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Regional Network Report
The OHS Regional Network is a group of experienced practitioners who volunteer to
provide advice and guidance to those embarking on oral history work. Our 38
regional networkers are spread across twelve geographical regions in the UK, and
work in diverse fields in museums, libraries, archives, academic institutions,
community organisations, and as freelancers. Together this creates a knowledge
bank of expertise to help us respond to a wide range of oral history related inquiries.
Networkers near you: The interactive map of the regions on the OHS website will
help you find networkers in your area. Networkers are recruited through open calls
for applications to fill a vacancy in a region or area of expertise. We are currently
reviewing the coverage and will recruit to fill vacancies.
Changes in the network: Juliana Vandegrift has stepped down as Network
Coordinator after eleven years in the role. We would like to thank Juliana for so
brilliantly managing and developing such an active network. We will miss Juliana’s
amazing organisational skills, but are delighted that she will continue as networker
for the East of England region. Following a job move, Fiona Cosson now represents
East of England, while Rob Perks moves to South East after his retirement from the
British Library. We were sorry to say goodbye to long-serving networkers, Craig Fees
(South West) and Kath Smith (North East), who resigned after many years of
dedicated participation. We thank them for their valuable contributions.
The Regional Network Annual Report 2021 is a compilation of news, sent in by
networkers, of projects and activities from around the country, highlights of which
can be found on the relevant region’s webpages using the Help Near You interactive
map. Thank you to all networkers for their contributions. All Regional Network
Annual Reports of past years are published on the website and are a great resource if
you are looking for projects in your region or subject of interest.
The Annual Network Event 2021 was again held online – the business meeting on 22
October 2021 and CPD event on Wellbeing for Oral Historians workshop on 15
January 2022. The workshop looked at the impact on interviewers of recording
traumatic and distressing memories, and what measures can help support them.
Sarah Gudgin, who spoke about her recent experiences, has written a blog on
Wellbeing and Oral History. The workshop resulted in the setting up of a Wellbeing
Working Group made up of networkers and others who are now collating
information resources and good practice examples elsewhere to draw up updated
guidance.
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Online Drop-in: Since November 2021 we have held monthly online drop-in sessions
where networkers can meet informally to discuss a range of topics. The sessions,
usually attended by 8 – 10 networkers, give us an opportunity to talk about our work,
learn from each other and reflect on our practice. Recent topics included interview
dynamics, video interviews, language and dialect, freelancer fees etc.
We would like to thank all Regional Networkers who volunteer and give their time so
generously to respond to inquiries and share their knowledge, expertise and passion
for oral history.
Padmini Broomfield, Acting Regional Network Coordinator

Digital Strategy Group and Website Report
It is now just over a year since the key elements of the OHS digital strategy were
launched, namely:
◦ Online discussion groups for members via groups.io
◦ OHS Zoom accounts to enable online meetings, training, webinars etc.
◦ A new website
Initially, the focus of these new digital channels was on enabling us to function during the
restrictions imposed by the pandemic. It is only now that we are beginning to see their
potential post-Covid, and how our digital communications might sit side by side with inperson interaction.
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Groups.io
Although initially slow to take off, members are now beginning to understand the
potential of groups.io as a source of
mutual advice and support. Almost 20% of
OHS members have joined. The energy
and activity generated suggests much
greater benefit to come as the percentage
of members joining groups.io grows.
Becoming a member of the main forum
makes it easy to then join the various
Special Interest Groups, again with
demonstrable benefits. The practical value
of groups.io was seen by the quick setting
up of a Wellbeing Working Group, in
response to member demand.
We are only beginning to explore and understand how this platform enables us to
function as a Society in a more participative way. Members’ generosity in sharing
knowledge, experience and encouragement has been remarkable.
OHS Zoom accounts
The Zoom accounts have been a godsend and a necessity during the various stages of
lockdown, enabling training courses, trustee meetings, regional network and SIG events
to take place and the Society to flourish in difficult times. Even now that in-person
meetings are possible, Zoom has established itself as a beneficial way of working in some
contexts. The Regional Network in particular has held many fruitful online meetings
including regular drop-in sessions for networkers who have something to discuss or need
feedback and support. Zoom is useful for working groups set up to tackle specific issues,
such as the Wellbeing Working Group. The OHS Zoom account is now being used to hold
a series of open seminars in partnership with others, focusing initially on Black and
minority ethnic oral history, as well as providing an online stream for this year’s annual
conference.
The Website
The new website was launched in April 2021 and content has increased and developed
considerably since then. It receives on average about 4,000 visitors a month, 61% of
which are from the UK, 15% from the USA, and the remainder from India, Australia,
Canada, Brazil and the EU. 80% of our website visitors are accessing it via desktop
computer, 20% via smartphone or tablet. Unsurprisingly, the top websites (not search
engines) that send traffic to the OHS website are Twitter and Facebook. Visitors are also
accessing the website via the National Lottery Heritage Fund, university links and from
organisations such Oral History Australia. The pages most visited are those which relate
to those seeking basic guidance and training in oral history: advice for beginners, info on
copyright and GDPR, training courses. Other well-visited pages are the Opportunities and
Journal pages, and seasonally the Conference section.
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Website developments
 Advice pages
The guidance and advice pages have always been popular and have been enhanced by the
inclusion of more audio-visual media. The pages of advice on remote interviewing have
been heavily used. A section on Archiving and Access has been added which includes
advice on how to include archiving in the workflow of an oral history project. Many pages
on the website now have updated information e.g. Oral History – A Bibliography
https://www.ohs.org.uk/advice/oral-history-a-bibliography/
 OHS Blog
Twenty blog posts have been published since the website was launched, highlighting oral
history projects undertaken by communities, organisations and individual researchers.
Contributing a blog post is an informal way of letting others know about your project or
raising an issue – guidelines for contributors are available at
https://www.ohs.org.uk/blog-guidelines/. The blog has also been used to publish OHS
statements at short notice e.g. our statement on the invasion of Ukraine.
 OHJ Online
The Journal’s website presence has been expanded, firstly by launching an online reviews
section of new work using oral history methods or approaches. Eleven reviews have been
published to date. More recently, we were pleased to announce the publication of a
multimedia article as part of a new OHJ Online feature at https://www.ohs.org.uk/ohjonline-articles/. Both features are supplementary to the print journal but benefit from the
added potential of including recorded media.
 Booking of courses, events etc
A new plugin (Modern Events Calendar) was set up at the launch of the website to
manage the booking and advertising of training courses and also the events calendar on
the website. It has now been expanded to include conference bookings and has the
potential of being used for other OHS online events.
 Regional Network and Special Interest Group pages
All the regional network reports are now posted under each region on the website, as are
blog posts relating to a particular region. Although one SIG (Migration) has been
temporarily removed from the website while its future is decided, the Society’s newest
SIG (Archives and Oral History) now has a web presence. Both the Regional Network and
the SIGs’ web presence has the potential to work better for the people involved and for
the Society as a whole. Now that we have a better idea of what is possible, DSG would be
open to further discussion as to what is needed.
Next steps:
The second stage of the original Digital Strategy was to
 work on a website management structure and
 develop ways of using the website to provide more benefits for members and promote
membership of the OHS.
At present, a small core team comprising of Beth Thomas, Cai Parry Jones, Eleanor Lowe
and Michelle Winslow is responsible for the structural development, maintenance, and
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security of the website and actioning major content change. They are supported by a
wider group of content providers, based on existing OHS functions and groups, who feed
specific areas of the site. This will suffice until the OHS reviews its strategic plan at the
end of this year.
In parallel, DSG is working with Polly Owen to explore how successfully we can use our
website and Zoom resources to present a hybrid conference. We are still in a stage of
digital experimenting and learning, which will inform the strategic plan. In turn, the
strategic plan will define what is expected of our digital platforms and inform plans for
resourcing and maintaining them.
Beth Thomas for the Digital Strategy Group

Oral History Journal Report
The journal moved into its second year of remote
meetings with few problems and several useful
discussions. One bonus, apart from saving on travel
costs, is that we have been able to include Isabel
Machado our editor in Brazil at all our meetings and
it has also meant that Andy Smith, journal designer
and Emily Gibbs, OHS membership officer, could
drop in for particular agenda items. However, it’s
also true to say that we miss the face-to-face aspects
of meetings and opportunities for informal chats, as
well as visits to the British Library. For the future the
group is considering a mix of meetings. As we’re all
finding out, it has been an interesting learning
experience.
The editorial group was extremely sad to receive the news that Cynthia Brown was
resigning from editing the Current British Work section of the journal, having taken
over in 2007. The editors put on record their most sincere thanks to Cynthia for her
work in developing and sustaining a section of the journal which continues to be
important to readers with its twice-yearly snapshot of grassroots oral history activity
in the UK, one editor mentioning that she uses Current British Work as a teaching
tool for her students. In the interim, Liz Ison, the journal’s editorial assistant has
filled the editing role and, after advertising and an interview, Camille Johnston has
been appointed and joins the editorial group in mid-2022.
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The journal has for some years enjoyed the support of
leading oral historians from across the world, through
the International Editorial Advisory Group. To mark
and draw attention to the journal’s relationship with
the redesigned OHS website a letter was sent to
members of the group and some encouraging messages
and suggestions for further collaboration have come in
reply. The editorial group would like to take this
opportunity to express their regret at the death of Liz
Dore, a member of the International Editorial Advisory
Group. Liz was a highly experienced practitioner of
oral history and an academic well known for her work
in Cuba. An obituary and tribute will follow in the
journal.
Editing work continues throughout the year, with two issues currently at different
stages in production. 50/2 (Autumn 2022) will include articles on a range of topics
while 51/1 Spring 2023 is to be a Special Issue ‘Conflict and Testimony-work in
Divided Societies’ featuring oral history in Northern Ireland. That issue will be edited
by Brian Hazley and Fearghus Roulston.
Various sections of the journal are changing as they develop their own relationship
with the OHS website. Thanks to active commissioning work by Isabel Machado and
Fearghus Roulston reviews of books and online materials are now appearing at
frequent intervals on the OHS website with longer review articles in the print journal.
Since September 2021 they have published eleven online reviews of books, films and
exhibitions representing a diverse range of experiences, by reviewers who are equally
diverse. Meanwhile the first public history blog, the transcript of a conversation
between Paul Thompson and Karen Worcman, was uploaded earlier this year. We
expect more to follow. Siobhan Warrington’s editing of International news continues
to bring stories of projects from around the world, recently with a focus on the
impact of Covid on oral history work in a wide range of different settings. The
Learning Section, with Kate Melvin as editor continues to expand on understandings
of how oral history can and has been developed in education, from primary to
undergraduate level.
Members of the editorial group will be contributing to the Society’s strategic review
process later this year, in particular they hope to discuss the possibility of a pdf
version of the journal, alongside the print version, offering a boost to subscriptions
while encouraging the growth of a committed international readership.
As ever the editorial group would like to thank Liz Ison who has given us
scrupulously dedicated support throughout the year, as well as Smith+Bell, aka Andy
and Denise Smith, our designers who continue to inspire us with creative design and
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layout ideas. And finally, all our contributors who are of course what enables the
journal to keep going.
Editorial group:
Joanna Bornat
Lindsey Dodd
Jenny Harding
Abi Hunt
Isabel Machado
Kate Melvin
Heather Norris Nicholson
Sean O’Connell
Rob Perks
Fearghus Roulston
George Severs
Christine Wall
Siobhan Warrington

Training Report
Our joint training programme with National Life Stories and the British Library
continued almost entirely online in 2021, benefitting from the hard work of the
Training Administrator Camille Johnston and the entire training team. The Training
Liaison Group met twice online in 2021, using these in-depth meetings to share
feedback and tips on the delivery of courses and think through the steps for our
return to in-person sessions.
By the end of 2021 we held 84 courses involving 652 people, including 50 courses
tailored for individual projects. Eight of the tailored courses were held in person, but
the rest of the programme was delivered online using Zoom video conferencing
software. The easing of restrictions in 2022 has seen a welcome return to in person
training - initially at the British Library - but a comprehensive offer of online courses
is here to stay.
Training courses delivered in 2021 comprised 21 ‘Introduction to Oral History’
courses, 50 tailored training courses, 3 ‘Archival management of Oral History
Collections’ courses, 1 ‘Digital Editing’ course, 2 ‘Transcript to Script’ courses, 1 Oral
History in Palliative Care course, 3 'Designing and Planning your Oral History
Project' courses, 2 ‘Developing your Oral History Skills’ advanced workshops and 2
‘Introduction to GDPR for Oral Historians’ workshops.
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Offering the full complement of courses online continued two trends seen in 2020.
First, we attracted lots of international participants (from as far away as Barbados,
Canada and Australia), and second we saw a good attendance those from more
geographically remote parts of the UK who might not have had the means to travel to
in-person courses. One course participant commented, “Quite frankly, I see why [the
courses] book up so quickly - because of how valuable they are, and how the smallgroup training really makes it impactful to one's learning and practice. I have
nothing but good things to say about the experience.”
Roger Kitchen, a stalwart of the training group for many years announced his
retirement from the group in autumn 2021. Roger’s good humour, enthusiastic
teaching style and wealth of experience in audio and video interviewing have been
appreciated by so many attendees and fellow trainers over the years. The training
team would like to thank Camille Johnston, who continued to administer the
programme with efficiency, friendliness and a great ability to think on her feet.
Camille Johnston and Mary Stewart
On behalf of the Oral History Society/National Life Stories at the British
Library Training Liaison Group: Cynthia Brown, Anna Bryson, Alison Chand,
Rib Davis, Sarah Gudgin, Julia Letts, Ros Livshin, Sarah Lowry, Rob Perks, Kate
Richardson, Rosa Schling, Sam Smith, Mary Stewart, Beth Thomas, Michelle
Winslow.
NLS at the British Library: Camille Johnston, Charlie Morgan, Mary Stewart and
Madeline White
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Publicity Report
In line with the OHS’s 2019-2021 Strategy, the Society continues to publicise OHS
activity and events, and UK Oral History activity more generally, to OHS members
via its three main digital channels: Twitter (@OralHistorySoc), Mailchimp (emonthly newsletter) and the OHS’s Facebook page.
Following a rebranding in early 2021, the Society’s monthly e-newsletter was
tweaked once again in January 2022 to be more in-keeping with the aesthetics of the
OHS’s website. The Society’s e-newsletter provides readers with a succinct digest of
content that appears on the OHS website and is typically structured as follows:
Society news, upcoming OHS/BL Oral History/National Life Stories training courses,
links to the latest OHS blogs online, links to the latest online reviews and articles of
the Oral History journal (all currently open access), volunteering and paid
opportunities in the world of oral history, updates on OHS SIG activities and events,
as well as information relating to upcoming in-person or online oral history events in
the UK and abroad.
Twitter Stats: The Society’s Twitter following continues to grow. The OHS currently
has 7,866 followers on Twitter (as of 25 May 2022). Ten months ago, the Society had
7,488 followers. The OHS has gained an average of 38 followers a month for the July
2021 to May 2022 period. This is a decrease of 48% compared with the 2020-2021
period, but the Society has attracted an average of 52 followers per month since May
2019, which falls within the Society’s strategic target of 50-100 new Twitter followers
per month. The most popular topics on the OHS’ Twitter account include OHS
events, Oral History vacancies, info on latest issues of the Oral History journal,
Annual OHS Conference and OHS Online Blogs.
Facebook Stats: Facebook activity remains stable and the OHS currently has 3,740
followers on its Facebook page (up by 160 from 2020-21 period). For the 2022-23
period, the Society’s publicity officer will continue to use Twitter as the Society’s
main ‘Social Media Voice’ but will look to increase content on the Society’s Facebook
page to increase traffic and online engagement.
Newsletter Stats: The Society continues to use MailChimp as its e-newsletter
provider. The newsletter is currently sent to 1,637 subscribers. This is a slight
decrease of 4 subscribers from the 2021-22 period. The average open rate of our
newsletters for the 2021-22 period was 39%. This is a 5% decrease from last year, but
our open rate continues to be higher than the industry average (which is 22%).
OHS members are encouraged to contribute news and event information to the
Publicity Officer. Please contact Cai Parry-Jones: caiparryjones@ohs.org.uk.
Cai Parry-Jones, Publicity Officer
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Membership Report
Membership in the Oral History Society (OHS) has remained stable over the last
year. The OHS still attracts a steady flow of new members, and many of our loyal
subscribers have continued to support us over the past year. Engagement with our
members continues to increase through our annual conference, newsletter, training,
events, groups.io, and our blog. As of May 2022, membership totalled 782 members,
a slight increase on previous years. This can be broken down into six categories: UK
Personal members (500 members), UK Institution members (86 total), UK
Subscription Agent members (52 total), Overseas Personal members (34 total),
Overseas Institution members (13 total), and Overseas Subscription Agent members
(97 total).
Over the last year we have been reviewing our previous Membership Strategy, and
more closely analysed how our membership base has changed over the last couple of
years. We have improved our website to make becoming a member of the OHS easier
and we have been examining the relationship between our annual conferences and
membership sign up. Membership and members benefits remain one of our top
priorities and we have plans over the next year to strategically refresh and revisit our
approaches to membership and the benefits we offer our members.
If any members (or non-members!) of the OHS wish to discuss benefits of joining the
OHS, their experience of being with us, or provide feedback on our membership
offers, please don’t hesitate to contact Emily Gibbs: emily.gibbs@hotmail.co.uk.
Emily Gibbs, Membership Officer

Special Interest Groups Report
Next year, 2022-2023, will mark the tenth anniversary of the inception of the idea of
Special Interest Groups in the Oral History Society. The first Special Interest Group
(SIG) was born two years later, and they now form an essential part of the life and
work of the Oral History Society. The Society is a charity run by volunteers, from
Trustees, to website management and design, to working groups and Journal
Editors; and Special Interest Groups - SIGs - are semi-autonomous opportunities for
each and every member of the Society to join in. Every SIG is available to every Oral
History Society member; and each SIG is a product of the interest and enthusiasm of
Society members, who propose, create, run, and take part in them. The energy and
creativity of Oral History Society members is worth bearing in mind as you read the
report on the SIGs and their activities below.
There are currently five active SIGs, the most recent of which, Archives & Oral
History, is just a few weeks old as this is written, and has hit the ground running.
Migration, one of the pioneers of Special Interest Groups, is about to be relaunched,
and will form a sixth. Its founding Chair, Paul Dudman, has understandably had to
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stand back under the weight of work of this extraordinary year of war and
displacements, and is supporting the development of the relaunch.
Very many thanks to Helen Foster, who retired during the year as the founding
Secretary of the Creative Oral History SIG, and Clare Summerskill, who retired as the
founding Chair of the LGBTQ SIG. Immense thanks from all in the Society go to
those who give their time and energy to the offices and committees of the SIGs, and
there is a special thanks this year to all that Helen and Clare have done.
Many thanks are due too to Alan Butler, a recent Trustee who, during the year, joined
Craig Fees as co-Facilitator of Special Interest Groups. OHS members who have an
idea for a Special Interest Group can approach either Craig or Alan, whose special
remit includes encouraging ideas for SIGs and supporting their development.
In the background, those SIGs which were born before the introduction of the
Society’s Groups.io facility in 2021 are busily migrating their business and
discussions to their dedicated Groups.io discussion groups. This opens them up
readily to all members of the Society, and is already encouraging cross-SIG
communication and activity.
The SIGS and their activities:
Archives & Oral History SIG. Just a few weeks old, there are already lively
discussions in the SIG’s email discussion group; a new section on the OHS website;
and plans for future activities, affiliations, events and topics of discussion building up
on Google docs created by the founding Chair, Charlie Morgan of the British Library.
A founding committee was elected at a wide-ranging inaugural Zoom meeting, and
Amelia Allsop, the OHS member who brought the original proposal to the Society,
was elected its first Secretary.
Creative Oral History SIG. Adding to its presence on the Oral History Society
website, its Facebook page and Twitter account (@OHS_Creative), the SIG published
its first Newsletter this year. The SIG’s wider outreach included the ongoing Mapping
Creative Oral History project, and a series of ambitious and successful events:




The Summer Gathering, 23 June 2021: Speakers showcased creative oral
history work from the practices of theatre and film, with topics ranging from
reminiscence theatre, to places and memories, to LGBTQ perspectives, seeding
the exceptional event held at Greenwich University in April 2022 (see below).
The Creative Oral History Practitioners Forum, 26 October 2021: An
online discussion and networking event hosted and facilitated by professional
storyteller, psychiatric social worker, and author Janet Dowling, during which the
SIG’s community of creatives and oral historians shared thoughts, experiences
and ideas about projects they have done or might be interested in doing,
developing a forum for exchange, inspiration and mutual support.
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“Being Heard”, 30 November 2021, during the now-traditional and famous
Christmas Social Gathering. The questions for the event were: “What is it like to
be heard or to be listened to? What does it feel like to be working with a
community or giving a voice to a subject which may not have been listened to or
heard before? In what ways do we as creative practitioners working with other
people’s stories, feel responsible for what happens to these stories and what are
some of the issues we have encountered in working creatively with stories and
memories?” The questions were addressed by Richard Clayton, who spoke about
“Playback Theatre”, an original form of improvisational theatre in which audience
or group members tell stories from their lives and watch them enacted on the
spot; Helen Foster and “Listening to the Dead”, on the immense value of diving
into the voices in sound archives to inspire creative writing; and Pam Schweitzer,
who spoke towards the future and the remarkable “Performing Oral History
Symposium”, which took place later, in April, hosted at the University of
Greenwich.
The "Performing Oral History Symposium", April 11-13, 2022: A
successful, international, three day symposium held at the University of
Greenwich, with an exceptional line up of chairs and presenters online on days
one and three, and live in workshops, performances and exhibitions on day two.
Online presentations came from the UK, The Netherlands, the Czech Republic,
Ireland, Spain, Finland and Germany in Europe, and Japan and Singapore in
Asia, and the event concluded with partners in the European Reminiscence
Network looking to the future, sharing their experience of running a Europe-wide
project with families living with dementia entitled ‘Remembering Yesterday,
Caring Today’, and exploring the impact of the pandemic on their practice.

Environment and Climate Change SIG. Building on the seminar series it
introduced in 2020-2021, the SIG organised two key events this year:




“The Climate Museum”, 4 November 2021, before the AGM. Bridget
McKenzie, the founder of the Climate Museum, and formerly Education Officer
for the Tate Museum and Head of Learning at the British Library, introduced SIG
members to the visionary work and plans of the Climate Museum, which includes
supporting people to express and explore their emotions and ideas about the
Earth crisis, as part of a project to help to create the psychological, emotional and
social grounds to face and respond creatively to it; introducing the Extreme
Weather Stories project as well.
“More than weather”, 30 March 2022. This excellent and engaging webinar
involved Kelly Hydrick of the Climate Stories Project, describing the work of this
worldwide educational and artistic forum which shares stories about personal and
community responses to climate change; and Melody Hunter-Pillion, Global
Change Fellow at North Carolina State University, who shared the interviews she
has conducted about extreme weather events in the Caribbean, and the
conclusions she has drawn from them. It was a lively and successful learning and
networking event.
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The SIG also continued to develop its Mapping Environmental and Climate
Change Oral History Projects Worldwide project, based in the SIG’s pages on
the Oral History Society website. Growing week by week, the map currently has links
and accompanying information for projects on six of the seven continents - 42
altogether, from Madagascar to Alaska to Australia – which is building a useful
resource for people wishing to know what is already being done, discovering where
they themselves might be able to contribute, and looking for models of how to go
about designing and running projects on environmental and climate change.
Higher Education SIG. Membership in the SIG continues to grow, with PhD
students, and a mix of people who are or have been employed in various ways and to
different degrees in Higher Education. Its email discussion group is lively, and its
meetings and networking have led to a number of initiatives:










A survey of the use of oral history in Higher Education. Led by Verusca
Calabria and Jenny Harding, this pilot survey identified all of the PhD theses
within the UK which used oral history over the previous five years, followed by
focus groups, investigating the extent to which oral history is practiced, and the
diversity of contexts and ways in which it is being used in Higher Education
Institutions in Britain. The results of this work are forthcoming.
Corridor Conversations. The lack of formal and informal opportunities to
discuss issues and ideas with others during lockdown, especially around complex
oral history matters and complicated research and ethical situations, PhD student
Martha Beard has led on the development of proposals for a range of new online
meetings. Joined in discussion and planning by SIG members Jenny Harding,
Ruth Beecher and Craig Fees, and by psychiatrist and psychotherapist Adrian
Sutton, Director of the Squiggle Foundation, a small charity dedicated to
exploring, sharing and developing the work and ideas of the late psychiatrist and
psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott, the group is now seeking funding to realise a
series of recorded conversations and seminars, and their dissemination through
podcasts and other forms of publication.
Nottingham Trent University Oral History Network Research
Seminars. Held monthly during the academic year, and with speakers organised
well into next year and beyond, this highly successful series is co-convened by SIG
members Verusca Calabria and Chris Reynolds.
Online Training Courses for PhD students. SIG members John Gabriel,
Verusca Calabria and Jenny Harding have devised and delivered a training course
for PhD students, adapting it for different settings, and building the materials to
make it possible for other members of the SIG to deliver. The SIG appreciates the
association and support in this of the Oral History Society/National Life Stories at
the British Library training programme.
Creating and Working with Oral Historical Sources. Verusca Calabria
was invited to represent the HE SIG at this one-day online workshop for PhD
students in April, organised by the University of Leicester, Warwick University,
and Nottingham Trent University, funded generously by the Midlands4Cities
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Doctoral Training Partnership. An Early Career Research Fellow and Lecturer in
the School of Social Sciences, Nottingham Trent University, Dr. Calabria
delivered a session on “(Some) theoretical concepts in oral history methodology”,
helping students gain an overall understanding of the key principles of oral
history and an appreciation of how oral history differs from other research
methods, as well as developing knowledge of the key concepts in oral history.
On 26 October 2021, in another of the synergies in which two or more SIGs work
together, the HE and LGBTQ SIGs pooled energies and resources to present Voices
in Research - Employing LGBTQ Oral Histories in Academia (see below).
LGBTQ SIG. In July 2021, at the start of a relatively quiet year for the SIG, SIG
members Jane Traies and Alan Butler hosted an online conversation and discussion
of Jane’s new book, Free to Be Me (Tollington Press, 2021), during the Oral History
Society’s annual conference. Free to Be Me is a new collection of interviews which
features the experiences of lesbian and bisexual women seeking asylum in the UK
and the campaigners working with them, and the session explored how oral histories
can be used both to document and to provide a platform for unheard voices..


Voices in Research - Employing LGBTQ Oral Histories in Academia, 26
October 2021: An ambitious online collaboration with the HE SIG, chaired by HE
SIG Chair Jenny Harding, with presentations by LGBTQ SIG Secretary George
Severs, a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at Birkbeck, University of London, and by
LGBTQ SIG member Victoria Golding, a CHASE-AHRC PhD candidate at the
University of Sussex. George is currently working on a study of the impact of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic on medical and sexual health advice given to survivors of
sexual violence in Britain during the 1980s and 1990s as part of the Wellcomefunded SHaME project, having completed a PhD examining the history of
HIV/AIDS activism in England; Victoria is interested in queer lived experience
and how this is represented in historical sources, exploring the intersection of
sexuality, space and emotions in late twentieth century Britain.

Craig Fees and Alan Butler, SIG Co-ordinators
With thanks to the SIGs and all who take part in them for this extraordinary contribution to the life
and work of the Oral History Society, and for all they give to oral history and all those whose futures
are richer and better because of it.

Annual Report compiled and edited by Rob Perks, OHS Secretary, June 2022.
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